Agenda - UC/S Map Libraries Group; Meeting with CalGeo in the a.m.

March 26, 2003 - Mitchell Earth Sciences Building, 3rd floor, Stanford University

9:30-10:00 am Coffee and bagels

10:00am-noon Joint meeting of the UC/S MLG and CalGeo

Welcome and introductions

Nick Ronsiek (Tobin International)
   Demo of Tobin's GIS database of 1:500k georeferenced topo maps with added layers of data from NIMA and the USGS
Linda Kennedy (Head, Government Info. and Maps, UC Davis)
Li Hunt (Curator of the USC Map Collections), John Creaser (UCB), Mary Larsgaard (UCSB)
   Talk about the Historical California USGS Maps Project

Open discussion of topics of interest, possibly including:
   • Printing electronic only OFRs from the USGS to add to our collections.
   • Online delivery of maps using in-house scanners.

Noon-1:00pm Lunch for both groups
Lunch will be catered at a cost of $5.00 per person.
It will include a sandwich, side salad, dessert, and beverage. Lunch will be served in the meeting room.

1:00-4:00pm Meeting resumes for the UC/SMLG

Approval of minutes from the last meeting.
Conscriptus - Approval of introduction from each campus.
Shared cataloging - Reports from each committee
Online document delivery of maps (if not discussed in the morning session)
Shared purchases
   • Aerial Express
   • Columbia Gazetteer
   • ESRI site license

What's new?
   • Conference updates
   • Round Robin

5:00-6:30pm: Reception at the USGS, Menlo Park

7:15pm or so: No host dinner at Su Hong's in Menlo Park

Return to CalMap Home
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